The major objective of this article is to discuss the status of nominal projections in Polish within the phase theory, with a special reference to the Phase Impenetrability Condition (PIC) (Chomsky 2000 (Chomsky , 2001 . Throughout the paper, it is argued that certain case marking properties internal to Polish QPs showing the Genitive of Quantification in particular, indicate that they do not observe the PIC in that the NPcomplement domain to Q in [ QP Q [NP]] is still available for operations of narrow syntax at the derivational stage when the verbal projection is formed. In consequence, the transfer of the NP-complement domain to Q to PF/LF is delayed. Moreover, an attempt is made to show, on the basis of binding facts and extraction, that internal structure of Polish nominals including possessives does not exactly follow the proposals made in Bošković (2005, 2009, 2013, 2014) for analogous Serbo-Croatian cases. Instead, it is proposed that Polish nominals feature a more complex architecture typical of a subclass of SC nominals, namely higher numerals. Crucially, Polish nominals are more complex than an NP with multiple levels of adjunction.
Introduction 1
This paper addresses the question of the phase status of nominal projections in Polish and it contributes to the ongoing debate on the phase status of nom-inal projections (cf. Bernstein 2001; Svenonius 2004; Matushansky 2005; Bošković 2005 Bošković , 2012 Danon 2011; Marušič 2009; Citko 2014; etc.) . We take a close look at certain properties of case spread within the quantified nominal projections in Polish and argue that although quantified nominal projections constitute standard phases in the sense of Chomsky (2000 Chomsky ( , 2001 Chomsky ( , 2008 , none of their parts undergoes the procedure of Spell-Out before they are concatenated via external Merge with the full verb (v-V). Specifically, we argue that the complement domain of the top functional head within the quantified nominal projection (QP) is accessible to operations of narrow syntax at the stage of the derivation when the nominal phrase and the verbal complex are merged.
The phase theory typically predicts phases to show certain internal structural properties, i.e. the phase should have the edge (comprising the head, the specifier(s) and the adjunct) which are accessible to operations in narrow syntax and the complement domain, which is inert (Chomsky 2000 (Chomsky , 2001 (Chomsky , 2008 Svenonius 2004; Bošković 2013; den Dikken 2006; Citko 2014) .
Let us illustrate this thesis with a classic demonstration of partial whmovement:
John wonders which part of the garden he should clean first. (1b) [ CP [wh-…] The sketchy representation in (1b) refers to the derivation of the embedded clause as provided for in the phase theory regulated by the PIC:
(2) Phase-Impenetrability Condition (a) The domain of H is not accessible to operations at ZP (with ZP the smallest strong phase), only H and its edge are accessible to such operations (Chomsky 2001: 14) .
(b) Interpretation/evaluation of phase α takes place uniformly at the next higher phrase, i.e. Ph 1 is interpreted/evaluated at the next relevant phase Ph 2 (Chomsky 2001: 13) . Citko (2014) calls Ph2, in contrast to the more restrictive definition of the phase from Chomsky (2000) , called Ph1: "In phase α with head H, the domain of H is not accessible to operations outside α, only H and its edge are accessible to such operations" (Chomsky 2000: 108) . The more restrictive formulation is clearly more problematic as our subsequent discussion of the Genitive of Quantification shows. There are two phase heads in the embedded clause: C and (the transitive) v. The PIC states that the complement domain to a phase head is not accessible to the c-commanding phase head. 3 So C, the higher of the two phase heads, cannot access the wh-phrase in which part of the garden reaching across and over the lower phase head v and into its complement domain inside VP. The complement domain of the lower phase head is unavailable to processes of narrow syntax (syntax proper) and by then transferred to the PF and LF interfaces. Its inaccessibility to the phase head is a crucial point in (1) above and a crucial point in the mechanics of the phase-based derivation. In current literature considerable attention is devoted to the question of a dynamic character of phases (see Bošković 2014 for the latest example; as well as Gallego 2005 Gallego , 2010 , where particular heads become phase heads depending on their role in the derivation and feature make-up. However, this debate focuses mainly on edge phenomena, while we look at the rear part of the phase. We share the view that phases are dynamic, that is they are not defined rigidly with respect to their categorical status. We specifically claim that the transfer of particular domains to the interface can be delayed/suspended, which implies a dynamic analysis of the more deeply embedded phase-like constituents, following a logical premise linked to the PIC in (2):
(3) A complement domain of the phase head should be transferred to the interfaces before the next phase head is merged.
The postulate in (3) serves as a detection device for rigid phases formed in line with (2) in the following manner: if morphosyntactic properties of a particular domain (βP in 4) are satisfied locally, within a dominating candidate constituent for the phase status (here αP), the said constituent is a phase (cf. 4a). If, however, they are satisfied less locally, by a more remote head, then 3 There are alternative formulations of the phase/multiple Spell-Out theory where the role of the edge is not as prominent as in (2). For instance Grohmann (2003) develops a theory of prolific domains (the thematic domain, the case/agreement domain and the information structure domain) where the entire domains are spelled out and sealed off once the construction of the next domain has been completed. Fuji (2005) also stresses the fact that the entire domain, not only the edge, should be available up to the internal merger of the next phase head, so his proposal is similar to (2). Butler (2003) takes phases to be complements to phase heads, which implies that the complements to phase heads would need the escape hatch. Thus αP behaves like a phase in (4a) but not in (4b). In (4a) a feature of α matches (and values) feature x of β; whereas in (4b) a feature of β is matched by a more remote head γ. The logic of the PIC in (2) prevents αP from being a phase (at this stage of the derivation), for if it were, βP would be beyond the reach of γ. Examples (4c-d) illustrate the set-up for GoQ: α (Q) does not value any features on β (N) on its own but it can do so once it has been acted upon by the next head γ (v-V). αP is not a phase in (4c) but it can behave like one further down in the derivation in (4d).
There is a more lenient definition of the phase than (2), emphasizing the completeness of the spelled out domain, which captures the behavior of αP:
[…] a phase is spelled out when all uninterpretable features on its head are checked (Svenonius 2004: 264) .
We argue below that the definition in (5) reflects exactly what happens in derivations involving certain Quantifier Phrases in Polish and later generalizes our findings to other nominal phrases. A word of caution is in order here: according to the majority view in the field the PIC constrains both Move and Agree (with the latter being a precondition of the former), cf. Chomsky (2000 Chomsky ( , 2001 Chomsky ( , 2008 , Landau (2000 Landau ( , 2001 Landau ( , 2007 , Rackowski and Richards (2005) , etc. Others, however, take the PIC to constrain only Move (cf. Bošković 2007; Stjepanović and Takahashi 2001) . On the minority view, our findings are thus expected and serve to show the discrepancy between Move and Agree vs. the PIC. 4 What follows this presentation at least supports the minority view but can also be taken to endorse an approach to Spell-Out based on a derivative of (5), whereby both Move and Agree seem to bleed the PIC in (2) in certain domains. Consequently, the phase is not defined strictly on the categorical basis but more on the basis of its morpho-syntactic context and function. (Franks 1994 (Franks , 1995 Bailyn 2004; Bošković 2006 ).
In the context of (4) 6 From now on we use the symbol QHP to mark a high quantifier (five and above) and QLP to mark a low one. 7 It is important to highlight that on the basis of diagnostics provided by Matushansky (2005) , Marušič (2009) and specifically Citko (2014) for Polish (i.e. topic left dislocation, clefting, pseudoclefting, fronting and ellipsis), nominal phrases function as phases, though in view of the arguments raised in Citko (2014) and Marušič (2005 Marušič ( , 2009 it is not clear whether they are transferred to both interface levels (PF/LF) simultaneously. Yet, what we aim to show is that they behave differently from other (PF) phases in the sense that they are transferred to the interfaces as a whole: the edge plus the complement domain, rather than separately. 8 There are cases comparable to delayed transfer with nominal in the verbal domain, discussed at length in den Dikken (2006) and Gallego (2010 As we are chiefly concerned with the impact of the phase theory on GoQ we will not discuss these concord facts in more detail in this contribution. The definition of the PIC in (2) is not the only cornerstone of minimalist derivations; there are others which make the GoQ example in (9) look like a rather inconvenient phenomenon. (11) "The head of a phase is 'inert' after the phase is completed, triggering no further operations. A phase cannot trigger Merge or Attract in a later phase [...]" (Chomsky 2000: 107) . (12) "Properties of the probe/selector must be satisfied before new elements of the lexical subarray are accessed to drive further operations" (Chomsky 2000: 132) .
The two passages above point to the fact that if Q H were a head in example (9) at the stage corresponding to (4a) it should place consistent requirements on its complement domain, for instance, it should always force it to appear in Genitive, irrespective of the nature of the case on the Q H P as a whole (structural vs. inherent). 10 The PIC and the statements in (11-12) also lead one to believe that no indirect relation between the phase head Z and the complement domain of a subjacent phase head H should hold either, such that Z affects H first and then H affects its complement domain, with this complement domain transferred to the interfaces by then.
The following passage indicates that agreement for case (case spread) should probably constitute a central phenomenon of syntax proper, a consequence of Agree, rather than a peripheral property of the PF system. (13) "What operations enter into this component of CHL? One is indispensable in some form for any language-like system: the operation Merge […] . A second is an operation we can call Agree, which establishes a relation (agreement, case checking) between an LI and a feature F in some restricted search space (its domain)" (Chomsky 2000: 101) .
Apart from the definition of the phase in Chomsky (2000 Chomsky ( , 2001 Chomsky ( , 2008 , where the CP, vP and DP constituents are pointed to as rigidly defined phases, several other definitions have appeared stressing the functional character of the derivational phase, where the phase needs to meet certain criteria, such as LF-completeness and PF-independence (cf. Legate 2003; den Dikken 2006; Gallego 2010; Bošković 2012 Bošković , 2013 Bošković , 2014 . In such cases the phase cannot be spelled out until all of its specified internal features are not valued:
A straightforward assumption is that a phase is spelled out when all uninterpretable features on its head are checked (Svenonius 2004: 264) .
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Assuming that the phase head is typically also responsible for valuing features throughout its complement domain, the obvious consequence of (14) is that a phase cannot undergo transfer before all the features within its complement domain are valued. The proposal in (14) may still require a slight modification before it can function as a contextual definition of a phase. There is at least one well-studied case where the phase head does not value the features of its complement; the Icelandic Nominative object construction:
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(15) Einhverjum stúdentum finnast tölvurnar ljótar some students-DAT find-PL the.computers-NOM ugly-NOM 'Some students find the computers ugly.' (Holmberg and Hróarsdót-tir 2003: 3.) There is a pronounced difference between (15) and (9) in the context of the phase-based derivation: example (15) is in line with the PIC in (2), as the [_case] feature of the object within the complement to v-V is valued before C (the next strong phase head) is merged, while in (9) the case feature of the NP-complement is valued upon the merger of v, the next strong phase head dominating Q H . (16) A phase is spelled out when all uninterpretable features on its head and its complement are checked/valued.
The modification in (16) provides a closer empirical fit for Svenonius' original. In the case in hand it means that Q H P cannot be transferred to PF before Q has its case valued by v-V. The transfer of the nominal phase to the interfaces should take place in a single step at the vP level (the next strong phase from Q H P), rather than piecemeal in line with the PIC, which would force NP to be transferred at the Q H P level, incorrectly, and only the edge of the Q H P to be transferred at the vP level.
Noun Phrase (TNP) in Polish is relatively impoverished and consists of the nominal core and the projection of the quantifier (QP), with the Demonstrative and the adjective adjoined to QP and NP, respectively. The (light) verb is φ-complete and values case on the nominal, which we take to be Accusative for ease of exposition (cf. 17):
A straightforward application of the PIC leads us to expect only (17a), namely a construction in which the case feature is valued on elements occupying the edge position within QP but not below it, as any element placed within the complement domain of Q should be inaccessible to the v-V probe (but cf. footnote 3). However, the data prove otherwise and the situation depicted in (17b) holds; the value for the case feature determined by v-V spreads across all the TNP-internal domain, including the complement domain of Q. Unless the spread of case takes place in PF, the derivational scenario in (17b) indicates that QP may not be a phase (at least at this stage of the derivation), as the complement domain to Q seems to participate in morpho-syntactic relations and remains "alive" at a stage of the derivation way past the formation of the TNP.This is also implicit in Danon (2011) , where the spread of φ-features within the TNP is investigated. He observes that the standard Chomskyan view of feature types and feature valuation encounters significant problems when the sub-DP level projections are taken into account. For Chomsky (2001) the reciprocal valuation between a φ-complete T/v and a DP bearing interpretable φ-features is feasible only if the interpretable φ-features show at the level of the DP. 14 However, Danon discusses a number of analyses showing that gender and number features show on DP internal positions distinct from D. For instance Walloon (Bernstein 2001) , where number shows on the adjective rather than the head of NP or the Determiner in Finn-14 Danon (2011) formulates this observation as the DP encapsulation hypothesis:
(i) In every nonexpletive noun phrase the highest head bearing φ-features is φ-complete.
The highest nominal head must be φ-complete, as otherwise it could not value the φ-features on finite T/v and for all intents and purposes it would behave like an expletive:
there{pers} T{pers, num, gen} seems [there to be a man{pers, num, gen, case} in the garden]
The expletive bears a defective set of φ-features so it can be accessed and attracted by T but it cannot value its uninterpretable φ-features. Consequently, the head T remains active and can access the nominal associate of there and engage in Agree with it.
ish, where number morphology shows on the demonstrative, rather than the noun but apparently it does not originate there, as adjectives placed between the numeral and the noun do not show number agreement, while adjectives placed between the numeral and the demonstrative do. 15 Danon concludes that the set of φ-features is distributed between at least three heads internal to TNP: the Determiner, Number and Noun, with the feature gender interpretable on the noun, the feature number on the head of NumP and the feature person interpretable on Determiner: It transpires that at the DP level only the person feature is interpretable, while both the number and the gender features are not, which means that the DP characterized by (18) does not make an appropriate goal for the T/v probe. Danon proposes a solution based on the notion of feature sharing suggested in Frampton and Gutmann (2006) and Pesetsky and Torrego (2007) : all the features of the φ-set are shared at the DP level and one interpretable lower occurrence of the feature shared by D suffices to render D φ-complete.
Returning to the set-up in (17), the phenomenon of case spread (for all cases with Q L and lexical cases with Q H ) can be elegantly accommodated within the mainstream checking theory following some modifications of which the chief one is that the complement to Q, that is NP, remains accessible to syntactic processes past the point of constructing QP and is not transferred to the interfaces. A possible candidate theory for phase-based derivations is modeled on Richards (1998), Rackowski and Richards (2005) and van Urk and Richards (2013) . These publications develop a theory based on 15 The Waloon example is provided in (i), while the Finnish ones in (ii-iii): the familiar notions of the phase and the PIC but also on the notion of the Principle of Minimal Compliance (PMC). In their analysis of Tagalog agreement and wh-extraction facts Rackowski and Richards propose an account, whereby a phase head (v, to be precise) gets involved in relation Agree with a lower phase (CP) to open it up and reach within it to access a whphrase located at the edge of a still lower phase (vP). We present the stage of the derivation, where the wh-DP object in the embedded clause has been fronted to [spec, v] within the lower clause:
Locality conditions on syntactic relations require that C be accessed first by v and next wh-DP is reached. Rackowski and Richards assume that the feature for which matrix v Agrees both with the CP-complement and DP is case. In fact, the relation Agree between matrix v and embedded CP is rendered visible in Tagalog (20c) A goal α is the closest one to a probe if there is no distinct goal β such that for some X (X a head or a maximal projection), X ccommands α but not β. (20d) Once a probe P is related by Agree with a goal G, P can ignore G for the rest of the derivation (Richards 1998; Hiraiwa 2001 17 (20c) makes a very important point w.r.t. minimality considerations: although the local intervening phase is incapacitated by (20d) the more remote Agree is still subjected to locality requirements. This means that it must be at the edge of the lower phase (cf. 19) or in a highest possible phase internal position in the higher phase, (CP in 19) . Additionally, the system based on (20) does not provide for more than one level of embedding of Agree, in other words only one phase can be incapacitated by Agree to open the way for a 'contentful' Agree/case relation; a larger number of phases, cannot be penetrated in this manner. Significantly, however, this approach implies that the transfer of previously constructed phase domains out of narrow syntax cannot take place in line with the PIC, as the embedded vP phase in (19) is accessed and 're-opened' for syntactic operations by the main clause v. For this to happen, both must still be present on the syntactic workbench.
The postulates in (20) can be adopted to deal with the issue of case valuation and its morphological spread within QP in the context of the phase theory, where maximal nominal projections are phases. The QP-external case assigner accesses the head Q first and values it for case, only then does it access case-bearing elements placed lower in the structure, within NP:
The complex head v-V constitutes a QP-external case probe which Agrees for case with the closest element that can bear a case feature. Assume that Q is a numeral, which bears an unvalued case feature. Agree from v-V reaches Q, AP and N, under multiple Agree. Significantly, however, even this modification requires a delay in the Spell-Out of QP, for its complement domain needs to be accessible to the v-V probe. Although the account based on PMC seems to provide an explanation for regular case spread (cf. 6-7), the phenomenon of GoQ is not amenable to such treatment, as it would force one probe (v-V) to value two distinct cases: Accusative on Q H P and Genitive on NP, a fairly implausible scenario: 17 Principle of Minimal Compliance (PMC), Richards (1998: 601): For any dependency D that obeys constraint C, any elements that are relevant for determining whether D obeys C can be ignored for the rest of the derivation for purposes of determining whether any other dependency D′ obeys C.
The valuation of the structural case at the derivational stage when vP is formed forces Genitive of Quantification in the complement domain to Q (the NP domain), which is a picture-perfect example of a countercyclic operation on the strength of (2) but not (5/14). Here, it is not even the QP internal case spread that challenges the PIC but the QP internal case switch, so one can form the expectation that the Spell-Out of the nominal phase is delayed, so the PIC does not set in at once (or at least as soon as it should). Crucially, the complement to Q cannot be spelled out too early, before Q receives case. A further argument for the delay of the transfer of the NP comes from the following set of examples with pre-quantifiers: The demonstrative pronoun preceding the QP can either appear in a case congruent with the quantifier, say Accusative (in the position before Q) or a case congruent with the NP complement to Q (both in a pre-and post-Q position), cf. (23a-d). We take these facts to show that the demonstrative is raised from a position within the minimal domain of N to a position at the edge of TNP.
18 Yet, from the point of view of the phase theory, founded on the PIC, the NP complement to Q cannot be removed from the live window of the derivation and sent to PF to receive default case by morphology because the demonstrative tych 'these-GEN ' or the interrogative których 'which-GEN ' need to remain accessible to be moved to a pre-Q position in (23d-e-h), bearing its Genitive marking. This is presumably obtained before the pre-quantifier is moved. Examples (23e-h) show that the PIC cannot treat TNP as a (PF) phase, for the properties of a construction based on a combination of TNP internal Genitive case marking and displacement would remain a mystery. If the nominal projection were subjected to the PIC one would expect only case homogeneity between the numeral/quantifier and demonstrative at the edge of the TNP, even if the numeral were to be extracted from a lower position within the nominal projection: Thus the case marking of the demonstrative needs to take place at a level of structure lower than QP. How does the system know that this case marking should take place if it is determined only at the level of vP, where v provides for Acc case marking? Let us outline two options, a stronger one, allowing for phase-internal countercyclic operations, and a weaker one, relying on the claim that the PIC does not constrain Agree, cf. Bosković (2007) . The stronger option holds that the level of the maximal nominal projection (here QP) is not transferred to the interfaces separately but only as a whole QP at the vP level. Thus the derivational window is still open to countercyclic operations and the following sequence of operations ensues: (a) a derivation constructs the level of vP, (b) Q has its case valued/recognized as Accusative, (c) its NP complement, including the demonstrative, is marked for Genitive, (d) the demonstrative pre-quantifier moves to [spec, Q] and further out to [spec,v] , (e) the maximal nominal projection is spelled out as it no longer bears any uninterpretable features within. The sequence of operations above clearly shows that Genitive on the NP complement to Q cannot be assigned during the operation Spell-Out but before it, in the narrow syntax proper. 20 19 The literature of the field offers two speculations in order to account for the optionality of the case form of the prequantifier in (23) and (24), i.e. a difference in the timing between movement and case marking (cf. Franks 2002) or case stacking (cf. Bošković 2006) . We leave this issue for further research for lack of space in this contribution. 20 Another set of examples for a delayed transfer comes from the Genitive of Negation (GoN) in Polish (discussed by Błaszczak 2001; Bailyn 2004; Bondaruk 2004; and Witkoś 2006) in The most prominent feature of the system that we have proposed for the derivation of (23-24) is a countercyclic character of the operations of Genitive case marking as well as movement of the Genitive-marked Left Branch. The NP obtains its (overt) case via Agree in an embedded context, after the dominating levels of structure have been projected and acted upon via syntactic operations. We believe that loosening the strictures of the Extension Condition is justified, but only internal to a phase. That is countercyclic operations are allowed within the "live" derivational window of a single phase, whose size is determined by the (delayed) Spell-Out of the lower phase. This is exactly what happens in the discussion of the context of Object Shift in Chomsky (2001: 26-28 ).
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The weaker option relies on a PIC-resistant long distance Agree coupled with strict adherence to the Extension Condition of Chomsky (1995) . That is: (a) the derivation builds the vP level of structure, (b) Q has its case valued as Accusative, and (c) its NP complement, including the demonstrative, is marked for Genitive, in conflict with the PIC in (2). Crucially, the demonstrative pre-quantifier moves to [spec, Q] and further out to [spec,v] cyclicalwhich Accusative taking verbs obligatorily require nominal objects in genitive in the context of sentential negation. Instances of GoN clearly show that the phase theory needs to make allowances to accommodate this construction. Also here a PIC-independent Agree provides a feasible explanation. 21 Here, at a certain stage of the derivation of the English example below, the PIC forces overt object raising to [spec, v] At the stage of the derivation indicated in (iii) the probe T needs to access the subject in this thematic position across the object fronted to the edge of the vP phase. The problem is that English does not allow for Object Shift and the derivation of (i) needs to "know" that T is able to access the subject, only when the object is moved from the position of [spec,v] to [spec,C] at the next step of the derivation. This movement of the object is crucial, as only heads of chains cause MLC effects, while copies/traces do not, cf. Chomsky (2001: 28) : "In the structure (i), XP prevents match of probe P and Spec, under the MLC, only if XP has phonological content:
Chomsky (2001) argues that the countercyclicity of the probe-goal relation here is only apparent if the MLC is taken to apply at the next strong phase level. So the MLC evaluates movement chains at the point of evaluating the well-formedness of a given phase. This view is upheld in Chomsky (2008: 17-19). ly, before the NP complement is marked for Genitive, forming a chain containing a number of copies. Once the PIC-resistant Agree licenses the Genitive case of the NP-complement including the lowest copy of the prequantifier, the language-specific PF algorithm determines which copy in the topicalization/wh-movement chain is pronounced, while the non-distinctness of copies implies that Genitive appears on every copy in the chain.
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In conclusion, we submit that Polish Q H Ps are transferred to the PF/LF interfaces as whole nominal phases at the vP level, rather than in a step-wise fashion (NP is transferred at the QP level and QP at the vP level) predicted by the PIC in (2).
C-command, internal structure of TNPs and phases
Our analysis of TNP phase-internal case valuation and movement operations argued for in previous sections brings about interesting consequences for the proposals concerning the internal structure of nominal projections in Bošković's (2005 Bošković's ( , 2009 Bošković's ( , 2013 Bošković's ( , 2014 . Bošković proposes a "flat" structure of the nominal projection (cf. 26b), where case spread is easy, as all the elements sharing case occupy the phasal edge as adjuncts. We will be arguing below that a version of the more articulated structure in (26a) is more appropriate for Polish Q L Ps and TNPs in general:
Bošković assumes plainly that any maximal (extended) projection of a nominal category is a phase, hence DP is a (strong) derivational phase in English (and other DP-languages), and NP is a phase in SC, Russian, Polish and other NP-languages. He also assumes that the notion of the phase edge also encompasses the adjunct positioned between the segments of the maximal projection of the phase head. The structure of a nominal projection in a DPlanguage features an adjectival modifier in a position adjoined to NP, which in turn, is dominated by the DP projection, e.g.
command. This is only to be expected if multiple adjuncts to the same category share the same c-command domain: Such a numeral effectively closes off the c-command domain of the possessive; the first branching node dominating the possessive is QP. This implies that pet 'five' introduces an extra layer of functional structure. 25 Bošković 25 The addition of the extra QHP projection is also expected to ameliorate the PIC/AL effect in extraction and Bošković (2013) reports that this is indeed the case with (i) worse than (ii):
(i) *ovog studentai sam pronašla sliku ti.
this-GEN student-GEN am found picture-ACC
(ii) ovog studentai sam pronašla mnogo/deset slika ti.
this-GEN student-GEN am found many/ten pictures-GEN It seems that in Polish examples modeled on both (i-ii) sound equally acceptable, when focalized:
(iii) % [tych studentek]i znalazłem dwa zdjęcia/pięć zdjęć ti.
[ From the point of view of the derivational mechanics, the presence of the FP projection neutralizes the Anti-Locality effect: the movement to [spec, N/Q H ] of neither the AP adjunct from the nominal complement in (33a) nor the demonstrative in (34a) violates Anti-Locality because in both cases at least one maximal projection (FP) is crossed in local movement. Now, Polish constructions with GoQ and the Demonstrative in Genitive confirm this view. If the pre-quantifier were placed in a "flat" structure as in (34c), it could not be extracted because of the conspiracy of two principles: PIC and Anti-Locality; direct movement out of the Q H P would violate the PIC, whereas the successive-cyclic movement via [spec,Q] would be too short, hence uneconomical and disallowed. Any demonstrative/modifier in this position would be trapped. But the extraction of a demonstrative (adjectival thus modifier-like) in Polish is grammatical, which calls for some projection in the complement domain of Q H that properly dominates the demonstrative, allowing it to successfully meet the constraints of Ant-Locality in the schematic configuration below: Another piece of evidence for these two constructions used by various languages to a different degree comes from the c-command domain of the possessive showing that Polish nominal and pronominal possessives do not c-command outside the TNPs that envelop them, and, consequently, they show no Principle B effects (cf. 36) and no Principle C effects (cf. 37), though they do show a strict anti-cataphoric preference that blurs the picture somewhat (cf. 38). Once it is controlled for by embedding the name in a larger TNP, the relevant interpretation becomes available more easily (cf. 37). Examples of controls are provided in (39), where straightforward ccommand leads to the violation of binding conditions: 27 27 But clearly possessives which constitute QPs do c-command outside the containing TNP, which we take to result from QR/LF-movement (possibly overt QR involving pronunciation of the copy, cf. Bošković 2013). QR is unavailable to nominal possessives:
mother every boy gave him present 'A mother of every boy gave him a present.'
There is another clear difference between the two languages as well, the possessive in SerboCroatian is adjectival, while in Polish (as in English) it is (pro)nominal (in Genitive). Consequently, Polish prenominal possessives can be modified, while SC cannot: apparently every Polish TNP properly dominates its possessive the same way as the Serbo-Croatian Q H P does. 28 We have shown that every Polish TNP including a possessive must have a structure which is not flat but more articulated. Once it is more articulated the problem of case spread vis a vis the PIC returns, unless of course the transfer of the complement domain to the phase head (the top head of the TNP) is delayed, as we have argued for the construction of the Genitive of Quantification. 29 The structure of (36-37) has profound consequences for an analysis of case spread within the TNP. If the quantifier (both low and high) is not an adjunct to NP, the head of this NP is not placed at the head of the nominal phase but in the NP complement to the nominal phase head projection (below the phase head):
Consequently, we obtain another argument for not transferring the NP complement to Q but keeping it in narrow syntax until the structural case licensor (T/v) is merged.
30 28 The structure in (36-37) also predicts that the possessor should be extracted out of the Polish TNP, irrespective of whether it contains a QL or a QH. This is true, for focalized/topicalized possessors:
(i) % Janka spotkałem wczoraj dwie siostry.
Janek-GEN met-1SG.MASC yesterday [two sisters]-ACC 'It was Janek's two sisters that I met yesterday.'
(ii) % Janka spotkałem wczoraj sześć sióstr.
Janek-GEN met-1SG.MASC yesterday six-ACC sisters-GEN 'It was Janek's six sisters that I met yesterday.' 29 Our findings thus justify other proposals of deep and articulated nominal projections in inflected languages such as: 30 A reviewer points out that the extended projection of the noun could contain more than a phase. In this vein, Matushansky (2005) shows that there must be a DP-internal projection that functions as the target for QR and thus qualifies as a LF-phase, assuming that QR targets phase 6. Conclusion It has been argued above that there are good reasons to claim that the nominal phase in Polish does not undergo transfer piecemeal, as the PIC would make one believe, but it needs to remain available for syntactic operations in the 'active frame' of the derivation as a whole, until all its features are valued (cf. 5). The main argument for such a delayed transfer of the nominal projection comes from the phenomenon of the Genitive of Quantification, which requires that higher numerals (from five up) force their NP complements to appear in Genitive in the context of structural case assignment (see note 11 for a similar argument in Svenonius 2004) . The delay in the transfer to PF/LF interfaces is required, as the TNP internal case valuation depends on the type of verb the TNP is merged with. If the PIC is a condition only on Move but not on Agree, cf. Bošković (2007) , our analysis confirms this dichotomy but its major finding still holds true: the NP complement to the phase head of the Polish TNP remains in narrow syntax either due to the delay in the formation of the nominal phase or for long-distance, PIC-independent Agree to reach it.
When considering languages with rich nominal inflection, it seems necessary to frequently suspend the elegant cyclic mechanism of the phase theory to allow for both plain transfer delay of certain nominal domains (GoQ) and extension of verbal/clausal phases (Genitive of Negation, GoN). It seems that derivations involving simple nominals may adhere to the PIC in the strict sense. Although even here the case spread within the TNP calls for special treatment (cf. 39). 31 edges. In the example below the negative determiner licenses a Negative Polarity Item, which is a quantificational element in its own right. This means that the NPI must be raised to leave a variable behind but cannot leave the scope of the negative determiner:
(i) [DP No student from any foreign country] was admitted.
In the context of GoQ, the presence of a TNP-internal phase should not disturb the case valuation of the NP-complement to Q on the view that the PIC does not constrain Agree. Alternatively, the transfer of the internal phase should also be suspended. 31 See Dziubała-Szrejbrowska (2014) for a proposal concerning φ-feature and case spread within Polish nominals inspired by the nano-syntactic approach to case (Starke 2005 (Starke , 2009 Caha 2009 ).
